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Abstract: The paper presents and evaluates three advanced methods for the characterization of the
low-voltage (LV) grid access impedance for the frequency range assigned to Narrow Band-Power
Line Communications (NB-PLC): 9 kHz to 500 kHz. This study responds to the recent demand from
both regulatory bodies and Distribution System Operators about the need for accurate and validated
methods for this frequency band, due to the limited knowledge of the impedance values in the electrical
grid and their influence on NB-PLC transmission channels. In this paper, the results of a collaborative
work to develop different proposals to overcome the challenges for the proper characterization of the
frequency and time-varying grid impedance, from different theoretical approaches, are presented.
The methods are compared in a controlled and isolated scenario: the impedance characterization of
passive filters. Then, the results are validated two-fold: first, against theoretical simulations, based
on the schematics provided by the manufacturer, and second, against the measurement results of a
precision impedance meter, used as a reference of accuracy. The results demonstrate a high degree of
precision of the three proposals to characterize the access impedance of the LV grid.

Keywords: impedance measurement; measurement techniques; electric variables measurement;
communication channels; electromagnetic compatibility and interference

1. Introduction

The influence of the access impedance of the grid around the fundamental frequency of the supply
voltage (50/60 Hz) for setting Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) requirements is well known [1].
Accordingly, reference values for network impedance below 2 kHz and between 2 kHz–9 kHz can be
found in the normative documents [2,3]. Moreover, some solutions to estimate and overcome the grid
impedance variations below 2 kHz have been developed [4–7].

However, for frequencies above 9 kHz, there are neither validated methods nor reference values
for the access impedance of the grid. In this frequency band, the low-voltage (LV) grid impedance
shows varying values over frequency and also over time, depending on the actual line configuration
and the loads connected to the grid by the users at a certain moment [8,9]. Recent studies highlight
that the network impedance not only represents a major factor for EMC in the frequency band
above 9 kHz [1,8,10], but also a significant influence on Narrow Band-Power Line Communications
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(NB-PLC) [11–14]. Results and models for low frequencies are not applicable to frequencies above 9
kHz [1,2,9,14].

This study provides research results about the first collaborative work where three different
proposals for measuring LV grid impedance between 9 kHz and 500 kHz are presented and compared.
The three presented methods try to overcome, with different strategies, the challenges for the proper
characterization of the frequency and time-varying impedance. The methods are described in
Sections 3–5, and compared in Section 6. In Section 7, an evaluation of the methods is performed, first,
against computer simulations, and second, against the measurement results of a precision impedance
meter, used as a reference of accuracy.

2. The Effects of the Grid Impedance on Narrow Band-Power Line Communications (NB-PLC)

Narrow Band Power Line Communications (NB-PLC) are used by the Distribution System
Operators (DSO) to transmit data over the lines between smart meters and data concentrators.
These communication systems currently work in the CENELEC-A band in Europe (3 kHz–95 kHz),
but also in higher frequencies in America and Asia (150 kHz–500 kHz) [1,15]. In particular, the frequency
bands for NB-PLC are the FCC band (10–490 kHz) in the USA, the ARIB band (10–450 kHz) in Japan
and the frequency range 3 kHz–500 kHz in China.

In Europe, the CENELEC-A band (3–95 kHz) is reserved for communications of DSOs in NB-PLC
systems compliant with the standard EN 50065-1 [16], the CENELEC-B, C and D bands, from 95 kHz to
148.5 kHz, are planned for the use of NB-PLC in other environments, such as in-home services [17], with
certain limits established by the EN 50065-1 [16]. However, in view of the increasing communication
problems due to the noise and interfering emissions in the CENELEC-A band and the need for higher
bandwidths to allocate new services, several European markets are considering the frequency band
up to 500 kHz [1,18–20]. This frequency range seems to present lower noise levels and higher access
impedance magnitudes, with respect to the CENELEC-A band. In this line, some field trials to evaluate
the propagation properties of the electrical grid have been developed in recent years, mainly to evaluate
the amplitude of the noise and interfering emissions [1,18,21–23] and the transmission losses [18,24] in
this frequency range. These studies demonstrate the need for a detailed characterization (in amplitude,
time variability and frequency range) of the emissions generated by Distributed Energy Resources
(DERs) and the strong influence of both the grid topology and the distance between PLC modems in
the transmission losses. The detailed characterization of these aspects and their influence on the proper
performance of the NB-PLC are currently under analysis. Lastly, some of the NB-PLC technologies
developed in Europe are already prepared to be used up to 500 kHz, such as G3-PLC [25], or they have
released specific configurations for the frequency range up to 500 kHz, such as PRIME 1.4 [19,26].

In summary, the access impedance of the LV grid is a major factor related to the performance
of NB-PLC, regardless of the transmission technology, as it is one of the most relevant parameters
when characterizing the electric grid as a signal propagation medium [1,2,8,9,12,13]. For this reason,
the approach of this work covers the frequency range up to 500 kHz.

Within this frequency range, the magnitude of the LV access impedance varies with frequency,
from values around 1 Ohm at lower frequencies, to several tenths of Ohms at higher frequencies, and
at specific frequencies where resonance effects occur [1,27–29], with values of a few Ohms [1,27,30,31].
Impedance values may also vary between rural and urban areas [27,28] due to the different grid
topologies and the higher number of customer loads connected to the grid in the urban environments.
For long cables and high frequencies, the line impedance is dominated by the characteristic impedance
of the cable [32]. Lastly, the connection/disconnection of the consumer loads, and their inductive or
capacitive behavior, causes a variation in time of the grid impedance.

These variable low magnitudes of the LV access impedance present two problems in the
development of NB-PLC systems. First, the very low values imply the need for injecting high current
values, in order to transfer appreciable values of voltage to the grid [27,32]. Second, the coupling
losses from the transmitter to the PLC network, due to the impedance mismatching between the PLC
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transmitters and the electrical grid [16,27] (the matching condition occurs for the conjugate impedance
between modem and propagation medium [16]). These conditions complicate the implementation of
costly PLC transmitters with very low output impedance, which should also adapt to the variation
with time and frequency of the grid [32].

With respect to the impedance phase, some studies show that the variation in time of the phase of
the propagation channel is lower than ±10◦ in the CENELEC-A band, which enables the use of the
coherent modulation schemes [15,33]. On the contrary, the variation in frequency of the phase of the
propagation channel may be higher than 90◦ for a difference of an octave [33].

The impedance mismatching in the electrical grid, generated by different types and lengths of
cables and by different types of loads that are connected and disconnected at homes and industries,
causes a reduction of the signal level in the receiver. This leads to a decrease in the transmission
range [34], a significant reduction of the data rate [35] and, in the worst case, the communication
lost between devices. The impact of the impedance may be of greater extent if, apart from the
above-mentioned effect, the impedance varies within the frequency range of the PLC transmission
channel. As a representative example, Figure 1 shows results from field measurements in Spain, where
the variation of the grid impedance within the PLC transmission channel generates great differences
on the signal level at the receiver. In these cases, the quality of the communication can be significantly
degraded. This effect is particularly amplified by the variation with time of the grid impedance, which
makes the consequences of this type of degradation difficult to predict [14].   
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Figure 1. Impact of grid impedance on the communication between two smart meters located at the 
ends of a grid section: spectra of both Narrow Band Power Line Communications (NB-PLC) signals, 
registered in the transmitter and in the receiver, and frequency response of the grid impedance 
measured for that grid section. 

Moreover, the grid impedance is related to the propagation of the interfering emissions 
generated by some electronic devices connected to the grid, which degrade the quality and reliability 
of NB-PLC. These emissions are mainly generated by new power electronic topologies, operating 
with switching frequencies above 2 kHz, in order to optimize the energy efficiency. The increasing 
number of such devices leads to more frequent and higher levels of emissions in frequencies above 9 
kHz [1,36]. If the voltage levels of the emissions exceed the compatibility levels, the performance of 
other connected devices can be disturbed [36,37]. Both the voltage levels and the propagation 
distances of these emissions are highly determined by the grid impedance. In this line, the analysis 
proposed in Reference [21] for the characterization of noise and non-intentional emissions generated 
by the electronics devices connected to the grid, which propagate through the propagation medium, 
together with the assessment of the transmission losses described in Reference [24], are 
complementary methods for a comprehensive characterization of the electrical grid as a propagation 
medium for NB-PLC. The use of passive filtering is one of the techniques analyzed to mitigate the 
effects of noise, but the input and output impedances of these filters, and their relation to the 
impedances of grid and smart meters, are relevant aspects to be considered [38]. 

The proper use of different modulation and coding techniques in NB-PLC, with variable levels 
of robustness, is a key aspect to face the different types of propagation channel disturbances, 
including the time and frequency variations of grid impedance and robustness against different types 
of noise [23]. The evaluation of the transmission channel by the NB-PLC modems is the basic step for 
the development of real time methods for adaptive configuration of the coding and modulation 
schemes used for data transmission. In Reference [39], several adaptive communication approaches 
to face the negative effects of noise are discussed and evaluated in laboratory and field 
measurements. Other studies analyze the use of advanced signal processing techniques to be applied 
in Advanced Metering Infrastructures, based on the channel estimation, for G3-PLC [40]. Other 
adaptive techniques are based on adaptive spectrum assignment, in order to avoid channel notches 
and narrowband interferences [41,42], though this mechanism is already included in the technical 
specifications of G3-PLC (‘Adaptative Tone Mapping’), by dividing the transmission channel in sub-
channels and removing the data from the affected sub-channels [25]. 

The first steps for EMC standardization were taken with the definition of compatibility levels 
for voltage [43], but the determination of the emission limits requires a wide knowledge about the 
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Figure 1. Impact of grid impedance on the communication between two smart meters located at
the ends of a grid section: spectra of both Narrow Band Power Line Communications (NB-PLC)
signals, registered in the transmitter and in the receiver, and frequency response of the grid impedance
measured for that grid section.

Accordingly, accurate measurement methods of the grid impedance that could be used in the field
are needed to provide impedance reference values for equipment tests and PLC immunity laboratory
tests. Moreover, detailed descriptions of time and frequency variability would provide useful
information for the proper characterization of the communication channel and for solving challenging
situations in the field. For this reason, the characterization of the time- and frequency-dependent grid
impedance above 9 kHz is being demanded by the regulatory and standardization agents [1,8].

Moreover, the grid impedance is related to the propagation of the interfering emissions generated
by some electronic devices connected to the grid, which degrade the quality and reliability of NB-PLC.
These emissions are mainly generated by new power electronic topologies, operating with switching
frequencies above 2 kHz, in order to optimize the energy efficiency. The increasing number of such
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devices leads to more frequent and higher levels of emissions in frequencies above 9 kHz [1,36].
If the voltage levels of the emissions exceed the compatibility levels, the performance of other
connected devices can be disturbed [36,37]. Both the voltage levels and the propagation distances
of these emissions are highly determined by the grid impedance. In this line, the analysis proposed
in Reference [21] for the characterization of noise and non-intentional emissions generated by the
electronics devices connected to the grid, which propagate through the propagation medium, together
with the assessment of the transmission losses described in Reference [24], are complementary methods
for a comprehensive characterization of the electrical grid as a propagation medium for NB-PLC.
The use of passive filtering is one of the techniques analyzed to mitigate the effects of noise, but the
input and output impedances of these filters, and their relation to the impedances of grid and smart
meters, are relevant aspects to be considered [38].

The proper use of different modulation and coding techniques in NB-PLC, with variable levels of
robustness, is a key aspect to face the different types of propagation channel disturbances, including the
time and frequency variations of grid impedance and robustness against different types of noise [23].
The evaluation of the transmission channel by the NB-PLC modems is the basic step for the development
of real time methods for adaptive configuration of the coding and modulation schemes used for data
transmission. In Reference [39], several adaptive communication approaches to face the negative effects
of noise are discussed and evaluated in laboratory and field measurements. Other studies analyze the
use of advanced signal processing techniques to be applied in Advanced Metering Infrastructures,
based on the channel estimation, for G3-PLC [40]. Other adaptive techniques are based on adaptive
spectrum assignment, in order to avoid channel notches and narrowband interferences [41,42], though
this mechanism is already included in the technical specifications of G3-PLC (‘Adaptative Tone
Mapping’), by dividing the transmission channel in sub-channels and removing the data from the
affected sub-channels [25].

The first steps for EMC standardization were taken with the definition of compatibility levels
for voltage [43], but the determination of the emission limits requires a wide knowledge about the
grid impedance. The common approach used for frequencies below 2 kHz, which is a simplified
representation of the grid impedance by an impedance line, is not suitable for higher frequencies, as it
will lead to very conservative values.

For all the above-mentioned reasons, field measurements of the grid impedance for frequencies
above 9 kHz are being demanded by regulatory bodies, and the first stage for that is the definition of
accurate measurement methods of the grid impedance. Some preliminary results of field measurements
on the grid impedance for higher frequency bands can be found in the literature [44–48], however,
there is no commonly accepted measurement method up to 500 kHz, validated with comparable results
from lab measurements, and supported by standardization agents [1].

3. Method I: IGOR-Meter

Method I was developed by the Institute Systems Engineering at HES-SO Valais-Wallis [49,50].
In the design of the so-called IGOR-Meter, particular attention was put on flexibility, high accuracy,
a wide frequency range, portability and low impact on other equipment connected to the grid. Based
on the previous experience of this group, grid impedance measurements were applied in the evaluation
of NB-PLC communication channels in the lab and in the field [51].

The main components are a small current generator directly coupled to the LV line, external voltage
and current probes and a high-performance data conversion and signal treatment unit. The impedance
is calculated for a set of frequency bins covering the whole frequency range, where the number and
width of the bins is configurable by the user. The impedance value for each frequency bin is calculated
by applying Synchronous or Dual-Phase Demodulation (DPD).
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3.1. Measurement Setup for the IGOR-Meter

The measuring setup is represented in Figure 2. The single frequency current source is based
on a linear Class A/B type of amplifier with a frequency range from DC to 500 kHz, supplied from a
±400 V DC bus. At any time, the DC voltage source has a higher absolute voltage than the grid at the
measuring point, allowing the current source to be directly fed into the LV AC grid without any coupler.
The line voltage at the coupling point is measured by an active isolated 100 MHz differential amplifier
(SI-9101), while the current fed to the grid is measured either with the help of an instrumentation
Current Transformer (Pearson Model 110) or with the help of a 30 MHz high-precision Rogowski coil
(PEM UK CWT015). The ±400 V DC bus amplifier and the signal processing units are supplied from
a 24 VDC battery through integrated DC/DC converters, in order to avoid any interference with the
measured grid section.
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measurement.

The HiRADDA acquisition and data processing unit generate the current reference for the amplifier
and calculate the impedance of each frequency bin on the basis of measured current and voltage values
(see Figure 2). The unit is based on a Xilink 7 FPGA and it was specifically developed at HES-SO for
impedance measurement purposes (see Figure 3). Additionally, high resolution (24 bits) and large
bandwidth (4 MSamples/s) DACs were selected in order to reach the highest possible accuracy and
flexibility for research activities in this domain, making possible the measurement of grid impedance
at frequencies between 100 Hz and 1 MHz.

The front-end unit interfaces the external voltage and current probes to the processing unit with
adapted signal gains and limits. An internal calibration loop, where the signal generator can be directly
connected to the data acquisition channels, ensures that the signal levels are limited and adequate for
optimal accuracy. Both voltage and current probes are characterized in magnitude and phase over
the whole working frequency range, allowing calibration of the signal processing. An external laptop
computer controls the whole system.
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3.2. Data Processing

The Dual-Phase Demodulation (DPD) applied in the IGOR-Meter relies on the Lock-In Amplifier
detection technique, described in Reference [52]. According to the block schematic represented in
Figure 3, a sinusoidal reference signal vtest,h(t) at the frequency bin ‘h’, and a corresponding excitation
current of 200 mA amplitude, is generated by the HiRADDA unit and fed to the grid by the current
source amplifier (see Figure 2).

The measured voltage and current values vmes,u,i(t) are multiplied after A/D conversion with the
perturbation reference. The DC components obtained by low pass filtering of those products represent
the real components of the voltage Re (Uh) and respectively current Re (Ih), of the frequency bin under
tests. The resulting DC part vd is not time-dependent and contains only information of the components
of the frequency bin ‘h’. The imaginary components Im (Uh) and Im (Ih) are obtained with a similar
process using a 90◦ shifted reference.

The amplitude and phase of the impedance Zh of each frequency bin is computed by dividing
the measured voltage by the corresponding current value. A description of the process, including
mathematical formulation, can be found in Reference [49].

3.3. Advantages and Limitations

The key advantage of the Dual-Phase Demodulation process relies on the capacity to measure
very low-level signal components at a specific frequency, even in a noisy environment. According
to Ohm’s law, the measured signal in Volts is directly proportional to the current fed to the grid
and to the grid impedance Zh at the frequency bin under test. The system was designed to measure
voltage components in the range of 100 mV, in order to get a good accuracy on the measurements at
impedances below 1 Ohm, even when using a very low excitation current, in the order of 100 mA. Using
a low current does not only require a smaller power amplifier, it also guarantees that the excitation
current used in the invasive method will not damage or interfere with equipment connected to the grid.
The use of a direct amplifier coupling to the grid makes an accurate control of the excitation current
possible, saving the cost, weight and losses of a wideband coupler.

The drawback of the Dual-Phase Demodulation method is that measurements at low frequencies
with high resolution in frequency may be time consuming. In fact, the filtering out of the AC
components in the demodulation process requires a stabilization time after each frequency step.
Experience show good results when a stabilization period of 5 to 10 cycles at each frequency bin ‘h’ is
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applied. In consequence, the measurement time increases when the number of frequency bins selected
by the user is high.

The stabilization process becomes a particular issue in case of time-dependent grid impedance
variations and measurement within one fundamental frequency cycle (50/60 Hz). On one hand, the
measurement should be fully processed within a minimal time resolution step (below 1 ms typically).
On the other hand, because of the time variance of Zh itself, a stabilization period during the signal
treatment process must be respected even when no frequency step between two measurements occur.
According to computer simulations, the DPD method could be practically used to measure time
variant grid impedance within 50 Hz cycles. Sufficient accuracy would, however, only be achieved for
frequencies above 9 kHz.

Lastly, a high noise level can cause significant error in magnitude and phase, in particular with
time-varying signals. Active signals will, however, generate discontinuity in the phase measured,
which can be detected, so that corrupted results can be easily selected out.

4. Method II: UPV/EHU Method

4.1. Fundamentals of the Method

The method developed by the University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU) is based on the
measurement of the voltage and current values of ad-hoc test signals injected in the grid [50,53].
The test signals are injected in a controlled way into the grid, with a limited amplitude, in order
to avoid damage on other devices connected to the grid. Then, the voltage and current values are
acquired, synchronously, during a period of several seconds (this period is configurable by the user).
The post-processing of the registered data provides the spectral characterization of voltage and current
signals. The amplitude and phase of the grid impedance are calculated as the ratio between the voltage
and current values for each frequency bin, within the frequency range assigned to NB-PLC, up to
500 kHz. A scheme of the measurement setup is shown in Figure 4.
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The signal injected in the grid is a single frequency sweep for the frequency range under analysis.
The level of the transmitted signal, the sweep time and the frequency range are configurable by the
user in the signal generator. The main advantage of the sweep signal is that it provides the spectral
characterization for the whole frequency range in a single measurement. Moreover, the configuration
of the sweep time, together with the recording of consecutive measurements, allows the user to
obtain information about the time variation of the grid impedance for the whole frequency range.
The resolution in the time variation of the grid impedance is directly related to the sweep time of the
injected signal, and therefore, it is configurable by the user.
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For synchronous measurement of voltage and current, a high-resolution oscilloscope digitizes the
acquired signals at a high sampling rate. A dedicated software in the laptop configures and records the
oscilloscope recordings. For decoupling the generated signal from the LV grid, a capacitive probe and
a current probe are used (see Figure 4).

In order to couple the generated signal into the grid, a capacitive probe has been specifically
designed for this system. This coupler does not modify the characteristics of the generated signal, and
it protects the signal generator from over-voltages caused by fast transient disturbances. The voltage
probe has been designed to achieve several requirements. First, it must reject signals below 9 kHz
(mainly 50/60 Hz component and low-order harmonics), in order to protect the measuring equipment.
The fundamental and the low-order harmonics are filtered out by the voltage probe with an attenuation
greater than 107 dB. This suppression of high-amplitude signals highly increases the amplitude
resolution of the system, since the sampling resolution is completely adapted to the amplitude of the
voltage used to measure the grid impedance, instead to the voltage level of the fundamental. Second,
signals above 500 kHz must be filtered out to avoid coupling of radio signals and aliasing effects.
Lastly, it must provide a flat frequency response in the frequency band of interest for the wide range of
typical grid impedance values (1 Ω to 50 Ω) [1,27,28]. The characteristics and validation of this voltage
probe are described in Reference [54].

For the sake of accuracy, the current probe and the equipment for voltage measurement (including
connecting cables, voltage probe and oscilloscope) have been carefully characterized and this calibration
is applied in the post-processing software.

4.2. Signal Processing

The processing of the recorded signals is the core of the assessment procedure of this method. It is
based on three main steps: signal windowing, Fourier analysis and impedance assessment. Therefore,
different resolutions in time and frequency domains are possible, simply modifying the configuration
of the signal processing of the recorded measurements.

First, once the voltage and current values generated by the injected signal have been recorded,
a sliding windowing in time is applied to select a set of synchronous samples of (V, I) with high
resolution. A representative configuration is a sliding window of 20 ms, with a shift step of 5 ms (75%
of overlapping between consecutive windows).

Second, Fourier analysis is applied separately to each set of (V, I) samples, in order to obtain
spectral characterization. As a result, the single frequency sweep injected by the signal generator can
be clearly identified and selected. The Fourier analysis does not take into account the frequency bins
below 20 kHz, and therefore, the attenuated component at 50 Hz is not considered in the Fourier
analysis. The frequency resolution depends on the assessment configuration, but a granularity of a few
Hz is easily feasible, if required. For example, a resolution of 50 Hz is obtained with a windowing of
20 ms. The performance of the measurement equipment on the acquired values is also considered in
the assessment of the impedance. Moreover, a correction factor to account for the phase difference
between the voltage and current probes is applied.

Lastly, the impedance is calculated from the rectified results of (V, I) for the whole frequency range
(up to 500 kHz). Typical configuration of the data processing leads to a resolution granularity of 50 Hz,
although 5 Hz resolution can be achieved by applying a time sliding window of 200 ms. The accuracy
of the results requires that both V and I amplitudes are higher than the noise levels present in the
grid. To ensure this requirement, the noise levels along the frequency range are calculated, and then,
the criterion of considering only signal levels of a certain margin above the noise level is applied in the
software processing, in order to ensure that high noise levels do not distort the assessments. Moreover,
signal and noise levels are represented as an intermediate result, in order to allow the user to check
that the signal-to-noise ratio is sufficient in the whole frequency range, and therefore, to guarantee a
high degree of accuracy in the results.
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As all the measurements and signal processing consider the samples of (V, I), results include both
amplitude and phase of the grid impedance.

For the sake of accuracy, only the V and I levels with a margin of 10 dB above the noise level are
considered in the calculation. For that, the noise levels in the frequencies where there is no presence of
the injected signal sweep are calculated and compared to the (V, I) levels.

4.3. Advantages and Limitations

With this method, the measurement requires only a few seconds. Moreover, the post-processing
allows for obtaining different types of results and different levels of resolution in time and frequency,
without the need for taking new measurements.

The fundamental and the low-order harmonics are filtered out by the voltage probe (attenuation >

107 dB). This suppression of high-amplitude signals highly increases the amplitude resolution of the
system, since the sampling resolution is completely adapted to the amplitude of the voltage used to
measure the grid impedance, rather than the voltage level of the fundamental.

Furthermore, the method does not require the synchronization to the fundamental frequency,
which simplifies the measurement procedure and allows the use of commercially available equipment
(oscilloscope, signal generator for the sweep single tone and voltage and current probes), except for
the capacitive coupler to protect the signal generator. This implies a high degree of replicability of the
measurement system by third parties.

This measurement method has been used in field trials developed in Spain, in collaboration with
the DSO Iberdrola, in order to characterize the access impedance of the LV grid, both in rural and
urban scenarios, up to 500 kHz [28]. In particular, the system used in the field trials was prepared to
inject two types of ad-hoc signals into the grid: a single frequency sweep, as described in the previous
sections, and controlled NB-PLC signals according to the transmission technology used by the DSO
involved in the trials. In both cases, the signal level, the frequency and other characteristics of the
injected signals was configurable. The results of this measurement campaign show a great influence
of the grid topology (number and length of branches) and the number and distance of the consumer
loads [28].

5. Method III: TUD Method

5.1. Hardware

The layout of the measurement system proposed by TUD is shown in Figure 5. This system
is the further evolution of the system described in Reference [45]. It consists of the following main
components:

• Linear amplifier current source for grid excitation
• Integrated voltage and current measurement
• Additional voltage input for external current probes
• Automated power supply disconnection and buffering capacitor

The injected current is generated using a linear amplifier with a maximum output current of 3 A,
up to 200 kHz, with a maximum output power of 1 kVA. The output current level is automatically
adapted to the situation at the connection point, so that an excitation of the grid not higher than 1 V is
ensured, in order to not influence on the connected loads.

The output current is measured internally, while the voltage of the grid is measured at the
connection point, so that a four-terminal measurement is realized, and the impedance of the
measurement cables does not influence the measurement results. An additional voltage measurement
input is available to connect external current probes for impedance measurements of loads connected
to the grid. Both voltage and current signals are recorded at a sampling rate of 10 MS/s.
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In order to avoid a potential disturbance of the system power supply on the measurement of the
impedance, while measuring, the system is powered from a grid-independent source.
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5.2. Measurement Algorithm

The frequency resolution of the measurement (number of the frequency bins) is configurable by
the user. The measurement of the impedance is implemented as a stepwise single frequency sweep.
The impedance for each frequency is measured in single measurement steps. For each measurement
step, voltage and current are sampled for 440 ms, while a sinusoidal current is injected in the grid only
for 220 ms. Therefore, a measurement step consists of two states, one with current injection (State A)
and one without current injection (State B). The length of 220 ms for each state ensures a minimum of
10 complete voltage fundamental cycles for evaluation. Frequencies with high background distortion
are identified and can be blanked out

The voltage and current values for each state are calculated by DFT with a rectangular window
with a length of 10 voltage fundamental cycles, based on the measurement principle for harmonics
according to IEC 61000-4-7 [3]. The network impedance is calculated for the injected frequency with
the difference method according to Equation (1).

Z( f ) =
UA( f ) −UB( f )
IA( f ) − IB( f )

(1)

The calculated impedance is the mean value over 10 voltage fundamental cycles. The additional
feature of measuring the impedance behavior within the fundamental voltage cycle (sub-cycle
impedance or cyclostationary impedance) is described in Reference [45].

The whole system was calibrated with external reference impedances, a measurement uncertainty
for the impedance of better than 2% can be ensured over the whole frequency range.

5.3. Advantages and Limitations

One unique feature of the system is that the injected frequency is synchronized with a PLL to the
fundamental frequency of the grid, so that the injected current matches in a 10 cycles interval of the
voltage fundamental without leakage. When the injected frequency and the voltage fundamental are
not synchronous, it will lead, depending on the instantaneous voltage of the fundamental frequency, to a
leakage that has a strong influence on the measurement result. In other approaches, the fundamental
is rejected with a high pass filter, but this limits the frequency range of the measurement. With the
synchronization technique, the use of a high pass filtering is not required, so that the measurable
frequency range is only limited by the current source. Moreover, the network impedance can also be
measured for subharmonic frequencies of the fundamental (e.g., 25 Hz).
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6. Comparison of the Measurement Methods

In order to provide a better description of the proposed measurement methods, the main
characteristics and specifications are outlined in Table 1. Moreover, the advantages and limitations of
the systems are summarized in Table 2.

Table 1. Summary of the main characteristics of the proposed measurement methods.

Method I (HES-SO) Method II (UPV/EHU) Method III (TUD)

Weight Plugged: 12 Kg
Battery powered 25 Kg 5 Kg 20 Kg

Supply
Plugged.

Optional: battery during
measurement

Battery powered
(only signal generator is currently

plugged)

Plugged,
but internally powered
during measurement

Need to synchronize to mains No need of synchronization No need of synchronization Synchronized to mains

Coupling to
grid

Connection Direct connection Via capacitive coupler Direct connection

Probes External
(Optional: Internal) External Internal

(Optional: External)

Connection for measurement
4-wire

(current injection and voltage
measurement separately)

4-wire
(current injection and voltage

measurement separately)

4-wire
(current injection and
voltage measurement

separately)

Excitation
source

Type and
amplitude

Current
(200 mA linear)

Voltage
(configurable up to 10 Vpp)

Current
(3 Arms linear)

Frequency
sweep

Single frequency steps
(configurable)

Single tone – continuous sweep
(sweep time config., typ.: 1 sec) Single frequency steps

Signal
acquis,

Sampling
frequency 4 MSample/s 3.9 MSample/s 10 MSample/s

Amplitude
resolution

24 bits
(adjusted to mains amplitude)

15 bits/channel (adjusted to the
excitation level)

16 bits
(adjusted to mains

amplitude)

Suppression of
fundamental None Filtering of 50/60 Hz and

low-order harmonics None

Signal
processing

Signal
processing

Dual-Phase Demodulation
(Lock-In Amplifier Detection)

Fourier analysis
(FFT) Fourier analysis (DFT)

Time
windowing –

Configurable:
Rectangular/Gaussian

(Typ.: 20 ms window, 5 ms sliding
window)

Rectangular, 200 ms
(10 fundamental cycles

length)

Analysis in
frequency

domain

Bandwidth 1 kHz–500 kHz 20 kHz–500 kHz 0 kHz–200 kHz

Frequency
resolution

Configurable,
from 5 Hz to 50 Hz

Configurable.
Typical: 50 Hz.

Best resolution: 5 Hz
5 Hz

Measurement time From 1 to 3 min (related to
resolution in frequency)

Configurable
(related to sweep time).

Typical: 2 s
Several minutes

Accuracy

Methodology

Measurement emulation
(HiRADDA + acquisition

interface) of 1 Ω load. Tolerance
on external probes considered

Comparison to impedance
precision meter in measurements
of precision resistances (0.5 to 50

Ω)

Measurement of a
metrological calibrated 1

Ω Shunt

Maximum
error (for the

whole
frequency

range)

In amplitude: ±6%
In phase: ±10◦

In amplitude:
±3% for Z > 10 Ω,
±6% for Z < 10 Ω

In phase: ±5◦

In amplitude:
±10% for Z < 0.2 Ω

±5% for 0.2 Ω ≤ Z < 0.5 Ω
±3% for Z > 0.5 Ω

In phase:
±10◦ for Z < 0.2 Ω

±5◦ for 0.2 Ω ≤ Z< 0.5 Ω
±8◦ for Z > 50 Ω
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Table 2. Summary of the advantages and limitations of the measurement methods.

Method I (HES-SO) Method II (UPV/EHU) Method III (TUD)

Advantages

• Capacity to measure very
low-level signal levels, even in
a noisy environment

• Large bandwidth (100 Hz to
1MHz successfully tested
in lab)

• Very high accuracy despite a
reduced perturbation current
(non-intrusive method)

• On-line grid or equipment
impedances can be
both measured

• Fast measurement (a few
seconds)

• Post-processing allows
different types of results and
resolution levels (from same
recordings)

• Amplitude resolution adapted
to signal level (mains is filtered
out)

• No need of mains
synchronization

• Portable, inexpensive, based
on commercial devices

• Synchronization of injected
current to the fundamental for
a 10 cycles interval without
leakage

• Low-frequency range is only
limited by the current source

• Network impedance can be
measured for subharmonic
frequencies of the fundamental

Limitations

• Slow measurements in the low
frequency range

• Expensive

• Currently, no results below
20 kHz • Results up to 200 kHz

As it can be observed, the approach of each method is different. Therefore, this comparison allows
the evaluation of methods of different basis and signal processing to obtain accurate values of grid
impedance in the field.

7. Results and Analysis

7.1. Measurement Scenario

An exhaustive comparison of the measurement methods has been developed, by applying the
methods to the same test scenario. Moreover, it is important to ensure that there is no influence from the
grid in the results of the measurements, mainly when significant variations in time and frequency may
occur. For this purpose, a laboratory setup under controlled and repeatable conditions was defined
for the validation of three methods, additionally, the comparison was based on the measurement of
passive devices, in order to ensure that there is no influence from the grid in the lab trials.

Hence, the measurement methods were applied to measure the impedance of a set of EMC filters.
These types of filters are commonly used for protection against interference voltage from the mains
and potential interferences generated by the equipment connected to the grid, as they apply strong
attenuation for some frequencies. These filters show a wide range of impedance values along the
PLC frequency band, mainly due to the resonance effects they cause at specific frequencies. Moreover,
the schematics of the circuitry are available and can be used for the theoretical calculation. All these
aspects are strong advantages to select these devices to evaluate the impedance measurement methods.

In addition, theoretical simulations based on the schematics provided by the manufacturer were
also developed and compared to the measurement results.

7.2. References for the Validation of the Methods

The schematics of the EMC filters were implemented in ADS (Advanced Design System, [55]) to
characterize the spectral performance of each device from simulations, as a reference to evaluate the
precision of the results from the measurement methods. The schematics of one of the filters are shown
in Figure 6, where numbers 1 and 2 represent ports for electrical line and load, respectively. The input
impedance was measured in an open-circuit, therefore, no external load was connected to the filter in
L’-N’.

Moreover, a precision impedance meter was used as a reference meter, in order to compare
the results of the proposed methods to the results obtained with a precision metering equipment.
This comparison allows a proper evaluation of the results accuracy provided by each method.
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Figure 6. Schematics of the Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) filter 2055.

The reference measurement equipment used for this purpose is the Keysight E4990A Impedance
Analyzer [56], which provides great accuracy in controlled laboratory measurements of electronic
isolated devices, for a wide range of impedance values and for frequencies up to 120 MHz. On the
contrary, it is not a portable device to be used in the field and it is not valid for measurement of
grounded devices. For the frequency band up to 500 kHz and the impedance range addressed in
this study, the accuracy of the precision impedance meter is always better than 0.5%, and better than
0.1% for impedance values greater than 10 Ohms [56]. As this Impedance Analyzer was designed for
measurements of non-grounded electronic devices, the EMC filters were not connected to the LV grid,
but directly to the terminals of the impedance meter.

7.3. Results of the Comparison

The measurement results for some of the EMC filters under test are shown in Figures 7 and 8.
Results from ADS simulations and those obtained by the precision impedance meter are also included in
the figures, in order to show a reference with theoretical calculations and accurate measurements with
calibrated accurate equipment. The accuracy for each method, for a set of representative frequencies,
has been assessed by calculating the error values with respect to the results obtained with the precision
impedance meter (see Tables 3 and 4).

Table 3. Accuracy of the methods in the measurement of filter 2055, with respect to the results obtained
by the impedance precision meter.

Relative Amplitude Error Phase Error

Freq (kHz) HES-SO UPV/EHU TUD HES-SO UPV/EHU TUD

10 0.17% - 0.18% 0.44◦ - 0.00◦

40 2.57% 3.19% 2.56% 1.13◦ 5.86◦ 1.53◦

80 2.21% 0.12% 0.13% 0.52◦ 0.87◦ 0.41◦

120 4.51% 0.35% 2.42% 0.57◦ 0.43◦ 0.47◦

160 0.52% 0.93% 2.30% 0.56◦ 0.50◦ 0.28◦

200 0.37% 1.00% 2.89% 0.66◦ 0.26◦ 0.50◦

240 0.79% 0.97% - 0.75◦ 0.02◦ -
280 1.33% 1.80% - 0.83◦ 0.01◦ -
320 1.91% 2.16% - 0.94◦ 0.11◦ -
360 2.82% 2.59% - 1.05◦ 0.17◦ -
400 3.78% 2.88% - 1.32◦ 0.75◦ -
440 4.51% 4.07% - 1.50◦ 0.69◦ -
480 5.49% 4.47% - 1.65◦ 0.92◦ -

Average 2.38% 2.04% 1.75% 0.92◦ 0.88◦ 0.53◦
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Figure 7. Comparison of simulations and measurement results for filter Reference 2055: (up) magnitude,
(down) phase of the impedance.

Table 4. Accuracy of the methods in the measurement of filter 2060, with respect to the results obtained
by the impedance precision meter.

Relative Amplitude Error Phase Error

Freq (kHz) HES-SO UPV/EHU TUD HES-SO UPV/EHU TUD

10 2.53% - 0.47% 0.01◦ - 0.00◦

40 0.99% 0.49% 0.39% 0.21◦ 1.07◦ 0.16◦

80 1.43% 1.37% 0.10% 0.08◦ 0.91◦ 0.21◦

120 0.98% 1.59% 0.29% 1.06◦ 0.46◦ 0.08◦

160 3.13% 2.58% 0.62% 1.41◦ 0.19◦ 0.19◦

200 17.24% 2.52% 7.82% 6.06◦ 1.87◦ 5.38◦

240 3.68% 0.03% - 1.01◦ 0.34◦ -
280 0.68% 1.32% - 1.56◦ 0.19◦ -
320 1.21% 1.87% - 1.07◦ 0.16◦ -
360 1.04% 2.94% - 1.94◦ 0.07◦ -
400 1.55% 3.23% - 2.35◦ 0.27◦ -
440 2.37% 3.65% - 2.73◦ 0.31◦ -
480 3.23% 4.50% - 3.07◦ 0.58◦ -

Average 3.08% 2.17% 1.62% 1.73◦ 0.54◦ 1.01◦
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Figure 8. Comparison of simulations and measurement results for filter Reference 2060: (up) magnitude,
(down) phase of the impedance.

All the results show very good correlation between measurements and theoretical calculations
for the whole frequency range (up to 200 kHz for the three methods, and up to 500 kHz for HES-SO
and UPV/EHU methods) and for the wide range of the amplitude of the impedance values. In fact,
results are so similar that curves from different methods and results from the precision measurement
device partially overlap. Differences in amplitude in the simulations for resonant frequencies are due
to the ideal specifications of the components used in the simulation tool, which lead to higher quality
factors than in the reality, and for this reason, results from simulations show more abrupt resonances.
In any case, the resonance effects of the EMC filters, which represent the most critical situations due to
their potential degradation on the communications, are well identified in frequency and evaluated in
amplitude by the proposed measurement methods.

The accuracy of the results provided by the methods can be evaluated in Tables 3 and 4, where the
errors in magnitude and phase are calculated with respect to the results obtained with the impedance
precision meter. All the methods provide measurement errors lower than 5% in relative amplitude and
2◦ in phase, for most of the cases. The mean errors are below 4% in relative amplitude and 2◦ in phase.

As it has been described in Section 1 of this paper, the impedance of the grid has a significant
influence on the quality of the communications, mainly if there is a relevant variation within the
frequency range of the transmission channel (see Figure 1). Moreover, variations of the grid impedance
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may result in significant variations in the distance range of the transmissions. In the case of the devices
that have been designed to play an active role in the frequency domain, such as the EMC filters used in
this work, the accurate characterization of the frequency response of the grid impedance is particularly
relevant. As a representative example, the frequency-dependent impedance of the Filter 2055 reaches
a very low value at 40 kHz (within the CENELEC-A Band), which will contribute to an additional
signal attenuation in the order of 20 dB (see Figure 7). The same fact is observed for Filter 2060 in the
FCC frequency band (see Figure 8). If any of these filters are connected near a Smart Meter operating
at these frequencies, the communication may be seriously affected. In these situations, the proper
characterization of the grid impedance in the field by using a reliable measurement method will
provide useful information to guarantee a deep analysis of the communications channel [36].

Therefore, the results of this work provide a proper characterization of NIE in different scenarios,
in the frequency range up to 500 kHz, in order to contribute with useful information for current
configurations of robustness techniques for NB-PLC [57,58] and target mitigation actions [59–61].
A standardized measurement method would also be beneficial for the calibration of LISN-based
networks in lab EMC tests (LISN: Line Impedance Stabilization Network). Systematic input impedance
measurements could help filters and converters suppliers to design products with an optimal behavior
in relation to PLC, and a smaller need to reduce the levels of NIE (Non-Intentional Emissions) to very
constringent levels.

7.4. Use of the Measurement Methods in the Field

The measurement methods have also been applied in the field. The three systems were used to
assess the access impedance in selected access points of different LV grid topologies in Switzerland.
Figure 9 shows a representative example of the results obtained in the measurements. As it can
be seen from the figure, the impedance values are quite similar for the three methods. In this case,
the differences in the results can be caused, not only by the measurement procedure or the data
processing of each method, but also by the time variations in the LV grid, because the measurements
were not developed synchronously.
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Figure 9. Example of the use of the measurement methods in field trials: (up) magnitude, (down)
phase of the impedance.

8. Conclusions

Three different methods for the characterization of the grid impedance for the frequency range 9
kHz to 500 kHz were presented and evaluated in this paper, as there is still no commonly accepted
measurement method, validated with lab measurements and supported by standardization agents.

The proposed methods are based on different approaches to the impedance characterization.
Hence, although all of them are based on injecting a reference signal into the grid, the measurement
methodology, the hardware, the coupling to the grid and the signal processing are different. Method
I is based on current injection and Synchronous Demodulation, controlled by an acquisition and
processing unit, specifically developed at HES-SO for impedance measurement purposes, providing
high resolution and large bandwidth. Method II is mainly based on commercial equipment and an
ad-hoc software for signal processing, based on Fourier analysis of synchronized voltage and current
acquisitions. Method III is based on a stepwise single frequency sweep for the impedance calculation,
the synchronization of the injected frequency to the fundamental frequency of the grid during a 10 cycles
interval, and the calculation of voltage and current values by applying the DFT. In summary, the three
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methods try to overcome, with different approaches, the challenges for the characterization of the grid
impedance at the frequency range used for NB-PLC, using portable equipment for field measurements.

The accuracy of the methods was evaluated in a controlled and reproducible laboratory scenario:
the characterization of the impedance of EMC filters. Results of the measurements from the three
methods show very good correlation with both simulations and results obtained with a precision
impedance meter, used as a reference of accuracy, which demonstrates the high degree of accuracy of
the three proposals to characterize the access impedance of the LV grid.
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